TECHNOLOGY
I N F O R M AT I O N T E C H N O L O G Y

Boasting a population of more than 504,000, Mesa is the 37th largest city in the
United States and second largest in the Phoenix-Mesa Metro area. Larger than Miami,
Minneapolis, Atlanta, and St. Louis, Mesa covers 138 square miles inside a 21-city region
with a total population of 4.9 million, projected to reach 5.4 million by 2026. Smart
companies such as Apple, Boeing, Bridgestone, Facebook, FUJIFILM, Infineon, Google,
and Nammo Defense Systems all have or are planning large operations in Mesa.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

A S T R AT E G I C L O C AT I O N F O R I N T E L L I G E N T C O M PA N I E S

A D VA N C E D M A N U FA C T U R I N G

mesa

Mesa offered the best proposal at the end – best land
for us, best overall site, best workforce options for us.
Then you couple that with the fact that the logistics of
being very close to our target market, it made it really
appealing . . . [There is] a tier one supply base here,
there are engineering firms that are coming here
already and that is really appealing to us because there
is a talent base that is already starting to come here.

PAU L R I V ER A
CEO, ELEC TR AMECCANICA
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ELECTR AMECCANICA WILL MANUFACTURE THE SOLO IN MESA, ARIZONA.
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AUER PRECISION CLEANROOM

The City of Mesa has a longstanding history
of encouraging the growth of technology-focused
companies across numerous industry sectors.
Many high-technology companies such as Apple, AT&T, Boeing, Dexcom, Infineon, ElectraMeccanica, Exro Technologies, Waymo,

and many others have major operations in Mesa. Businesses locate in Mesa because it is a great place to live, work, learn, and play.
Businesses stay in Mesa because the City is committed to helping companies grow and prosper.

Easy Access to Technology Hubs

Mesa Has Much to Offer

The Phoenix-Mesa metro area has easy access and direct flights to

• A strategic location in the Southwest

International Airport and Phoenix-Mesa Gateway Airport.

• Low operating costs in a business-friendly environment

other technology hubs throughout the U.S. via Phoenix Sky Harbor

• Robust existing infrastructure
• Highly educated workforce

• Low risk of natural disasters
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Workforce: Abundant, Skilled, Affordable
The Phoenix-Mesa metro labor pool is abundant, affordable, highly-educated, and
technically skilled. Arizona is a right-to-work state with a unionization rate of 5.3%.
Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2020

Phoenix-Mesa
Metro

Austin
Metro

Denver
Metro

San Jose
Metro

Seattle
Metro

2,580,581

1,290,492

1,713,045

1,055,695

2,213,825

$57,004

$57,430

$64,569

$81,347

$70,877

Engineers

$103,567

$106,774

$108,219

$142,587

$115,213

Software Developers
and Programmers

$105,359

$109,487

$112,750

$157,519

$141,639

Computer
Programmers

$91,959

$88,506

$90,469

$113,556

$179,555

Life Scientists

$81,276

$71,924

$88,476

$117,245

$91,826

Biological Scientists

$75,776

$71,072

$89,148

$126,499

$90,265

$1.05

$0.98

$1.25

$2.16

$1.53

Laborforce
(Age 16+)

Average Wage

(of all metro employment
in all industries)

Unemployment
Insurance

(per $100 in payroll, per new
employee, per year)

Source: BLS, Local Area Unemployment Statistics August 2021; EMSI 2021 Q3; U.S.
DOL, “Significant Provisions of State Unemployment Insurance Laws”, Jan. 2021

Competitive Operating Costs
The Phoenix-Mesa metro area compares well to competitive technology markets.
Denver
Metro

San Jose
Metro

Phoenix-Mesa
Metro

Austin Metro

Employee
Annual Payroll

$4,670,464

$5,113,885

$5,357,354

$6,292,948

$5,551,778

Annual Fringe
& Mandated Benefits

$1,048,327

$1,150,767

$1,207,779

$1,431,149

$1,283,390

Utilities

$61,037

$80,628

$58,529

$115,043

$69,494

Building/Lease
Payments

$241,800

$307,125

$247,325

$477,750

$312,000

Property Tax

$107,550

$111,333

$111,508

$60,500

$44,332

$6,129,178

$6,763,739

$6,982,494

$8,377,390

$7,260,995

100.00%

110.4%

113.9%

136.7%

118.5%

(Electric,water, and wastewater)

Total Operating Cost

Index

Seattle Metro

Source: GPEC, Applied Economics MetroComp Tool
Project assumptions are based on the creation of the 50 jobs, 32,500 sq. ft. of
space, and $5,000,000 in capital investment.
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Military Reuse Zone (MRZ) allows qualified companies, located
within an established MRZ, to receive transaction privilege tax

exemption, tax credits, and property reclassifications that could
result in property tax savings of up to 72.2% for five years.
Government Property Lease Excise Tax (GPLET) is a

redevelopment tool to encourage development by reducing

a project’s operating costs by replacing the real property tax
with an excise tax.

The Qualified Facility Program offers a refundable income

tax credit to eligible companies making a capital investment to
establish or expand a qualified facility. Refundable income tax
credits are equal to the lesser of 10% of the qualifying capital
investment, or $20,000 per net-new job at the facility.

Incentives & Programs
Additional Depreciation substantially reduces tax liability for

most personal property devoted to commercial, industrial, and

agricultural uses by reducing the taxable value of such property
during its first five years of use (by increasing the depreciation

factored in determining such value). For eligible property, additional
depreciation reduces the personal property’s full cash value for

tax purposes by 75% in the first year of use, down to 11% in the
fifth year of use.

The Angel Investment Tax Credit, provides credits to investors
who make capital investments in small businesses certified by

the Arizona Commerce Authority. Renewed in 2021, the program
can allocate $10 million back to investors via a tax credit, which
authorizes $2.5 million a year for the next 10 years. Local angel
investors who file taxes in Arizona can get up to 35% tax credit
after investing in biotech companies, or 30% for all other
eligible tech startups.

Computer Data Center (CDC) Program provides Transaction

Privilege Tax and Use Tax exemptions at the state, county, and
local levels, on qualifying purchases of CDC Equipment.

Foreign Trade Zone (FTZ) #221 is a federal program that allows
businesses to reduce, defer, or eliminate the payment of import

duties and tariffs. Arizona can also provide activated FTZ sites a
property tax reclassification benefit that changes the activated
property to a Class 6 property, which carries a 5% assessment

ratio. The reclassification may result in up to a 72.9% reduction
in real and personal property taxes in perpetuity.
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The Quality Jobs Tax Credit offers up to $9,000 of Arizona

income or premium tax credits spread over a three-year period for
each net-new quality job created. General qualification is that the

position be full-time and permanent, filled by a citizen of the local
area. Benefits must be provided to the employees with at least
65% paid by the employer.

The Research & Development (R&D) Tax Credit provides an

Arizona income tax credit for increased R&D activities conducted
in this state. The R&D tax credit is equal to 24% of the first $2.5

million in qualifying expenses plus 15% of the qualifying expenses
in excess of $2.5 million. For 2031 and thereafter, the tax credit
rates will be 20% of the first $2.5 million in qualifying expenses
plus 11% of the qualifying expenses in excess of $2.5 million.
The Machinery and Equipment Sales Tax Exemption is

a sales tax exemption for various machinery or equipment.

Exemptions are available for machinery or equipment used
directly in manufacturing, research and development, and
producing or transmitting electrical power.

The Work Opportunity Tax Credit (WOTC) is a federal tax

credit of up to $9,000 that Congress provides to private-sector
businesses for hiring individuals from nine target groups who
have consistently faced significant barriers to employment.
For more information, contact the

City of Mesa Office of Economic Development at:
EconomicDevelopmentInfo@MesaAZ.gov
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Areas of Opportunity

Current and future campuses within the Tech Corridor include

LaunchPoint, the Mesa Technology Incubator, is a unique place

Google, Digital Realty, NTT, CyrusOne, Comarch, and

Apple, Facebook, Niagara Bottling, Dignity Health, EdgeCore,

for entrepreneurs and small companies that provides flexible

EdgeConnect.

training opportunities. Located in the heart of Downtown Mesa,

The Pecos Road Employment Opportunity Zone is located

and capital investments in the community.

setting for advanced manufacturing companies. The Zone is

Arizona Laboratories for Security and Defense Research is

their operations. By establishing the Employment Opportunity

to the highest security standards and well suited for hosting

greatly expedited the development process. The Zone allows

numerous companies involved in a broad range of high security

their property, at which time they can opt-in.

prototyping and manufacturing, and cybersecurity.

The Falcon District is an innovative, high-tech hub for aerospace/

The Elliot Road Technology Corridor is uniquely positioned

companies. With highly skilled technology talent, abundant land

infrastructure and a streamlined entitlement process. Within

market access, the Falcon District is perfectly suited for high-tech

space, business development assistance, networking, and

LaunchPoint helps companies launch and scale to create new jobs

in southeast Mesa and is planned to become a campus-type

ideal for manufacturers interested in large assemblies of land for

a 92,000-square-foot, full-service research facility engineered

Zone, the City of Mesa has reduced the entitlement risk and

sensitive research projects. The city-owned facility houses

landowners to keep their current zoning until ready to develop

projects including experimentation, research and development,

aviation, defense, advanced manufacturing, and technology

to offer more than 700 acres of shovel-ready sites with robust

and building options, substantial infrastructure, and convenient

the Corridor, the City of Mesa has created a Planned Area

startups to large international manufacturers.

Development Overlay Zone that reduces entitlement risk and
expedites the development process.
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more than 1,700 students through its Arizona School of Health

Sciences, Arizona School of Dentistry & Oral Health, and School

of Osteopathic Medicine in Arizona (ATSU-SOMA). ATSU-SOMA
features an innovative, 56-seat virtual anatomy lab for students

and the community. The half-million-dollar lab is the first of its kind
for any medical school in Arizona and simulates everything from

bones to blood vessels in 3-D. Initiatives like this virtual anatomy
lab underscore ATSU’s mission to prepare highly competent

professionals of the future using cutting-edge technology in
the healthcare field.

Maricopa County Community College District

The Phoenix-Mesa metro area has more than 200,000 students
D EN TA L S I M U L AT I O N L A B AT A .T. S T I L L U N I V ER S I T Y

enrolled in the Maricopa County Community College District,
which offers more than 40 different technical certifications
and associate degrees such as Computer Programming,

Education Assets
More than 36,000 students are enrolled in
Mesa’s 14 institutions of higher education.
Arizona State University Polytechnic Campus

ASU Polytechnic (Poly) campus is located on 600 acres adjacent

to Phoenix Mesa Gateway Airport. The Mesa campus is home to
more than 80 undergraduate degree programs and 20 graduate

degree programs, as well as thousands of students enrolled within
the Ira A. Fulton Schools of Engineering, College of Integrative

Sciences and Arts, Mary Lou Fulton Teachers College, W.P. Carey
School of Business, Morrison School of Agribusiness, and the
School of Sustainability.

ASU Poly assets include state-of-the-art infrastructure, research
capabilities, and students and faculty in key areas.

• Arizona Center for Algae Technology and

Innovation (AzCATI) serves as a hub for research,

testing, and commercialization of algae-based biofuels,
pharmaceuticals, and nutraceuticals.

• Del E. Webb Altitude Chamber Lab is used during

aerospace research and training, and allows students to

experience the physiological effects of oxygen deprivation.
• Additive Manufacturing Hub, the Southwest’s largest

additive manufacturing research facility, allows students,
faculty, and industry partners to stay competitive in this
fast-growing industry sector.

A.T. Still University of Health Sciences

Established in 1892, A.T. Still University (ATSU) began as the

nation’s first college of osteopathic medicine and has evolved into
a leading university of health sciences. In Mesa, ATSU educates
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Biotechnology, Electronics Engineering Technology, Networking
Systems Administration, Web Design, and many others.

• Mesa Community College (MCC), the largest of the

10 Maricopa Community Colleges, serves more than

15,000 students annually. MCC is a Red Hat Academy and
offers Apple’s App Development with Swift curriculum.
Meeting the needs of industry with highly qualified

employees, MCC’s Career and Technical Education (CTE)
programs equip students with the knowledge and skills
for today’s jobs. MCC is renowned for its Business and

Information Systems and Applied Sciences and Technology
departments. The Arizona Advanced Manufacturing

Institute partners with industry to train employees who

are technically skilled and work-ready through degrees,

certificates, and boot camps in areas such as electronics,

drafting/3D printing, automation, machining, and welding.
Visit mesacc.edu/technology.

• Chandler-Gilbert Community College (CGCC), located

in Gilbert and Mesa, serves the higher education needs of
more than 19,000 students each year at four locations in

the Southeast Valley. The CGCC Williams Campus in Mesa
specializes in Aviation and Applied Technology.
East Valley Institute of Technology

Considered an upstanding model for career and technical

education by the U.S. Department of Education, the East Valley
Institute of Technology (EVIT) provides training to high school
and adult learners in over 40 occupation-specific programs.

With its two campuses located in Mesa and a satellite campus
available for online learning, EVIT is fulfilling its mission of

providing a productive, technically-trained workforce to meet
the market-driven needs of business and industry. EVIT offers
programs in numerous technical fields such as 3D Animation,
Aviation, Computer Programming and Mobile App Design,
and Future Engineers.

A Liberal Arts Technology Education

Higher Education with a High-Tech Focus

Benedictine University and Upper Iowa University opened in

focused graduates.

Two legacy liberal arts universities have campuses in Mesa.

Mesa in 2013. They offer bachelor’s and master’s degrees in

Mesa is home to other institutions that produce quality, technology• Arizona College provides certificates, associate and bachelor’s

many technology-related fields including Computer Science,

degrees focused on nursing, allied health, and healthcare

Mechanical Engineering, Information Systems, Graphic Arts and

information technologies.

Design, Health Sciences, Nutrition, and more.

• C arrington College offers diplomas and associate degree
programs covering many different medical technologies.

		
• Pima Medical Institute offers certificates and associate degrees
focused on healthcare and healthcare technology programs.

Arizona State University Technology Commercialization
Arizona State University ranks 17th among universities with the most initiated
start-ups according to the Association of University Technology Managers (AUTM).
ASU continues to invest in technology with $640 million allocated for research
expenditures in fiscal year 2020 and has seen results that same year with 306

invention disclosures, 135 U.S. patents issued, and 20 startups. ASU places sixth

among U.S. universities for tech company hires at some of the largest tech companies
including Amazon, Apple, and Google, according to a survey by the recruitment firm
SHL. ASU outranked Georgia Tech and UCLA.

Large Education Pipeline
Arizona State
University

University of
Colorado-Boulder

University of
Texas-Austin

University of
CaliforniaBerkeley

University of
WashingtonSeattle

Undergrad Enrollment (Fall 2019)

62,186

29,624

40,804

31,348

32,099

Fulbright Scholars National Ranking (2018-2019)

7th (tied)

8th (tied)

8th (tied)

8th (tied)

10th (tied)

Enrollment Sources: Individual school websites - asu.edu (Fall 2019), cu.edu (Fall 2019), utexas.edu (Fall 2018), opa.berkeley.edu (Fall
2019), studentdata.washington.edu (Fall 2019).
Fulbright Scholars Sources: topproducing.fulbrightonline.org/top-producing-institutions-by-year, 2018-2019.

Engineering Pipeline
The Ira A. Fulton Schools of Engineering at Arizona State University ranks No. 3 in the nation in degrees awarded for Engineering. ASU’s Research Awards for 2019 totaled $617 million and
Research Expenditures were $89.06 million. For the seventh straight year, Arizona State University has been ranked No. 1 on the “Most Innovative Schools” list by U.S. News & World Report
Source: www.asu.edu/facts/#/facts/research/total

Enrollment (Fall 2020)

Undergraduate

Graduate

TOTAL

ASU Polytechnic Campus, All Students (Mesa)

4,575

593

5,168

ASU, Engineering Students (Metropolitan campuses)

12,897

3,410

16,307

Source: https://www.asu.edu/facts/#/facts/, 2021
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CMC Steel manufactures rebar and steel t-posts entirely from
recycled scrap metal. By using recycled material, CMC Steel

reduces the need for mining and natural resources and greatly
reduces emissions. In 2019, CMC Steel expanded its Mesa

operations with a 63,000-square-foot micro mill that produces

spooled rebar. In 2020, CMC Steel announced another expansion
to add an additional $300 million micro mill. cmc.com

Clean Router, winner of the 2017 Venture Madness, is a software
startup based at Mesa’s LaunchPoint, and has developed the

“Ultimate Parental Control.” Its system makes it easy to block
websites and set time restrictions for all devices on one Wi-Fi
network. cleanrouter.com

In Good Company
Mesa is home to more than 13,000
businesses including a large number
of technology companies.

the world’s leading professional services companies, provides

Apple Inc. occupies a 1.3-million-square-foot building in the

Dexcom is transforming diabetes care and management

Elliot Road Technology Corridor and invested $2 billion to convert

the facility into its Global Command Center, which now employs as
many as 150 people. apple.com

Auer Precision, with approximately 200 employees, is renowned

for being one of the leading Class A tool design/build and stamping
companies in the world. Auer provides services to the medical, life

science, semiconductor, greentech, and automation industries, and
is a market leader in both high precision and transitional product

development. Auer developed tooling for point-of-care diagnostic
strips that launched the diabetic strip industry. auerprecision.com
Boeing, the world’s leading aerospace company, is the largest
manufacturer of commercial jetliners and military aircraft

combined. Boeing designs and manufactures rotorcraft, electronic
and defense systems, missiles, satellites, launch vehicles and

advanced information, and communication systems. Boeing’s

Mesa facility employs more than 4,600 people and manufactures
the Apache helicopter and composite parts, as well as
components for many of Boeing’s other products.

Boeing’s Global Security Operations Center, located at the Mesa
facility, provides continuous strategic risk coverage to Boeing

employees and facilities around the world; geopolitical risk analysis;
crisis management services; and emergency communications for
Boeing first-responders. boeing.com

Bridgestone Corporation is the world’s largest tire and rubber
company. Bridgestone’s Mesa facility is a state-of-the-art,

biorubber research and development center exploring the use
of the native Guayule plant as a sustainable source of rubber.
bridgestonetire.com
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Cognizant, a Fortune 500 multinational corporation and one of
business consulting, information technology, and outsourcing

services. In 2018, Cognizant opened a 50,000-square-foot facility
in Mesa that employs nearly 500 people. cognizant.com

by providing superior continuous glucose monitoring

technology. Dexcom expanded to Mesa in 2017, opening its new
180,000-square-foot manufacturing facility. In 2020, Dexcom

expanded again leasing a 486,000-square-foot facility. Today

Dexcom employs more than 1,000 people in Mesa. dexcom.com
DSM Dyneema acquired Mesa’s Cubic Tech Corporation in 2015.
The company specializes in custom, high-performance laminates
and fabric fibers to produce equipment for aerospace, medical,
and other industries. dsm.com

EdgeCore provides custom data center solutions and develops
data centers for the world’s largest cloud, internet, and

technology companies. EdgeCore’s 1.2 million-square-foot

data center campus is located in Mesa’s Elliot Road Technology

Corridor, which gives Phoenix clients the option of powered shell,
infrastructure shell, and turn-key deployment options for their
business needs. edgecore.com

First Solar is a leading supplier of solar panels, and a provider of

utility scale photovoltaic (PV) power plants and supporting services
that include finance, construction, maintenance, and end-of-life

panel recycling. The company’s integrated power plant solutions

deliver an economically attractive alternative to fossil-fuel electricity
generation today. First Solar currently operates a solar-generating

research and development facility in southeast Mesa. firstsolar.com
FUJIFILM Electronic Materials USA supplies advanced technology,

chemistry, and delivery equipment such as photoresists, cleaners,
and CMP slurries to the semiconductor and flat panel display

fabrication market. In 2020, Fujifilm completed an 85,000-squarefoot expansion of its Mesa facilities. fujifilm-ffem.com

Mercury Systems, a leading technology company serving the
global aerospace and defense industry, supports some of the
world’s most strategically important defense hardware and
software systems. mrcy.com

Guided Therapy Systems, LLC is a medical technology company

Pyramid Technologies, Inc. (PTI) manufactures and markets bill
acceptors that incorporate dual-stage, optical, anti-stringing

technology. Nearly 100 transactions a second (all day, every day)

are processed around the world with PTI technology. PTI products

are used in the retail, vending, amusement, and gaming industries.
pyramidacceptors.com

that develops, optimizes, and commercializes unique ultrasonic

Special Devices Inc., acquired by Daicel Corporation in 2012,

technologies. The company has extensive experience and a global

such as high-reliability initiators and micro gas generators for a

therapeutic and imaging medical devices, and other related

network of relationships and resources to commercialize medical
devices. guidedtherapy.com

Infineon is a pioneer and world leader in advanced power

specializes in high volume production of pyrotechnic products

variety of applications in the automotive, industrial, and medical
devices industries. More than one billion of these devices have
been produced and used worldwide. specialdevices.com

management technology from digital, analog, and mixed-signal

Telonics is the most recognized and trusted name in the field of

and components. infineon.com

around the world in wildlife and environmental research programs,

integrated circuits to advanced circuit devices, power systems,

IQVIA is a leading global provider of advanced analytics, technology
solutions, and clinical research services to the life sciences industry.

IQVIA creates intelligent connections across all aspects of healthcare
through its analytics, transformative technology, big data resources,

wildlife and environmental telemetry. Telonics products are used

oceanographic and meteorological research, weather forecasting,
military instrumentation, search and rescue, remote sensing and
intrusion detection, and numerous other special applications.
telonics.com

and extensive domain expertise. iqvia.com

Merz Aesthetics is a global, growth-stage medical device

Iveda Solutions, headquartered in Mesa, delivers secure, open

therapeutic ultrasound platform technology. The Ulthera System

source, and enterprise class managed video surveillance services
by leveraging the power of cloud computing. iveda.com
MD Helicopters employs more than 300 people and is

headquartered in Mesa. It manufactures and markets helicopters

company pioneering aesthetic and medical applications using its
is the first and only energy-based device to receive FDA clearance
for a non-invasive aesthetic lift indication. The Merz Aesthetics
Device Innovation Center is located in west Mesa and its main
focus is research on medical devices. ultherapy.com

including the MD 500 ® series, MD 600N®, and MD Explorer ®

Urbix Resources Urbix Resources graduated from Mesa’s

Forces, US Special Operations, Japanese Self Defense Forces,

foot headquarters and state-of-the-art graphite processing facility

for use around the world. Fleet users include the Korean Armed
Jordanian Armed Forces, Houston Police, CALSTAR, Argentina
Armed Forces, and many others. mdhelicopters.com

Nammo Defense Systems is headquartered in Mesa and is the
company’s largest U.S. production facility where it produces

shoulder-fired systems, rocket motors, commercial ammunition,
and propellant powder. Nammo also specializes in the design,

LaunchPoint accelerator program, and opened a 31,000-square-

in Mesa’s Falcon District with the expectations of creating as many
as 100 jobs. urbixresources.com

MATHESON, located in Mesa’s Gateway
Area, is a supplier of industrial gases for tech
companies and advanced manufacturing.

development, and manufacture of ammunition and energetic
material solutions for defense as well as selected commercial
applications. nammo.com

Northrop Grumman is an American aerospace manufacturer

and defense industry company that designs, develops, builds,
and supports some of the world’s most advanced products
in aerospace and defense. Northrop Grumman opened its

36,000-square-foot expansion in late 2018 in Mesa’s Falcon

District that produces the world-renowned Bushmaster family of
medium caliber cannons. northropgrumman.com

Other high-tech companies
with significant operations
in the Phoenix-Mesa metro
area include:

Avnet, General Dynamics, GoDaddy, Honeywell, IBM,
Infusionsoft, Intel, JDA Software, L3 Communications,
LifeLock, Microchip Technology, Medtronic, NXP (Freescale
Semiconductor), ON Semiconductor, and Yelp
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Empowered to Help Build Your Business
The City of Mesa Office of Economic Development works closely with clients throughout all phases
of the development process and looks forward to helping you build and grow your company in Mesa.

City of Mesa | Office of Economic Development
20 E Main, Suite 200 | PO Box 1466 | Mesa, Arizona 85211-1466
480.644.2398 | EconomicDevelopmentInfo@MesaAZ.gov
SELEC TMESA.COM

Stay connected with us:
CityofMesa
MesaEconDev
City of Mesa Office of Economic Development

